In scalar-tensor theories, presence of matter in the vicinity of black holes can lead to the so called "spontaneous scalarisation" instability that can trigger the development of scalar hair. In the Brans-Dicke type theories, this effect can be understood as a result of tachyonic effective mass of the scalar field, induced by the purely conformal coupling to matter. Here this instability, in matter configurations around both Schwarzschild and rotating black holes, is explored in more general scalar-tensor theories featuring non-conformal, i.e. "disformal", couplings to matter. It is found that on one hand the disformal coupling can add to scalarisation b making the configuration more unstable. On the other hand, especially large enough disformal part of the coupling tends quite generically to stabilise the system. * tomik@astro.uio.no † hannu.nyrhinen@helsinki.fi
I. INTRODUCTION
Promoting the Newton's constant into a dynamical scalar field results in the well-known class of scalar-tensor gravity that can be mapped, via a conformal transformation, into Einstein's gravity with a non-minimally coupled matter sector [1, 2] . Taking properly into account the rescaling of the physical units, the theories are classically equivalent [3] .
Recently, many interesting findings have resulted from explorations into the theory space of more general scalartensor gravity. Instead of a purely conformal transformation, given by the function C, these generically feature also a so called disformal piece D such that the metricĝ µν matter lives in, is related to the gravitational metric g µν aŝ g µν = C(φ, X)g µν + D(φ, X)φ ,µ φ ,ν ,
where φ is the scalar field and X = −(∂φ) 2 /2 its kinetic term. This transformation brings generic classes of Horndeski theories into their Einstein frame [4, 5] when such exists [6, 7] . In cosmology, disformal fields have been applied to models of inflation [8, 9] , dark energy [10, 11] , interacting dark matter [12, 13] and distortions of the cosmic microwave background [14, 15] . Collider physics seem to provide the most stringent constraints on the possible couplings of the standard model particles [16] , but on the other hand disformal interactions arise naturally exclusively in the dark sector in higher dimensional theories where matter resides upon moving branes [17, 18] .
In the paper at hand we are concerned with astrophysical situations where disformally coupled matter (dark or otherwise) surrounds massive sources such as black holes. In particular, we are interested in the stability of such matter configurations. This is related to the phenomenon of spontaneous scalarisation [19, 20] , where the outcome of the instability can be a non-trivial configuration of the scalar field, i.e. scalar black hole hair, if the scalar can settle into a stable solution instead of radiating away. The occurrence of this highly nonlinear effect can be used to constrain deviations from General Relativity in the form of effectively non-minimal couplings. This can be seen in the Einstein frame of scalar-tensor gravity -or simply the interaction between the surrounding matter and a scalar field. In the conformally coupled case, the appearance of the instability can be understood as due to the nonminimal coupling that induces a negative effective mass squared for the field. A related phenomenon is that of superradiance [21] , where the effective mass squared remains positive and exceeds a threshold given by the rotation of the black hole.
We examine systems of black holes with surrounding matter, such as thin accretion disks, considering both rotating and non-rotating black holes and uncover the stability of linear fluctuations in the scalar field in the presence of disformal coupling to matter. The structure of the paper is as follows. In section II we introduce the covariant system of equations for the set-up we are considering, and perturb them linearly around a static background configuration. In section III we then analyse the case of a Schwarzschild black hole testing the robustness of our conclusions by considering slightly different profiles for the surrounding matter. In section IV we investigate the effects of rotation by repeating the computations, with some additional approximations, for a Kerr black hole. Conclusions are then summarised in section V.
II. THE GENERAL SET-UP
We consider a gravitational system with perfect fluid matter and a scalar field φ. In this system matter couples to a metricĝ µν which is disformally related to the gravitational metric g µν . We will assume the relation (1) only depends upon the scalar field and its derivatives, such that
The Einstein frame action we consider is then
where Ψ denotes the matter fields coupled to the metric (2) and p φ (φ, X) consists of potential and kinetic terms of φ. The stress energy for the matter content we assume to take the perfect fluid form
and the stress energy tensor for the field φ is
Here we recall that X is the kinetic term X = −(∂φ) 2 /2 and for a canonic scalar field p φ = X − V . Such cases have been studied in the literature with the perfect fluid taken to be dark matter, baryons or radiation, see e.g. [12-15, 22, 23] .
Interestingly, an effective four dimensional action of the form (3) appears for example in DBI brane scenarios in type II A string theory. There disformally coupled matter is identified with fields residing upon the moving brane [9, 17, 18] and the functions C ∼ 1/D ∼ h − 1 2 , where h(φ) is the warp factor of the higher dimensional geometry. In that case the Lagrangian for the scalar field has the DBI form
2 is the Lorenz factor for the movement of the brane. In the following we will use the generalised definition
which is convenient to exploit also outside the extra dimensional context. The field equations have the usual form
The conservation of the stress energies is given by
where the coupling function Q can be determined from the general formula [12] 
Now, by noting that
it becomes evident that the disformal coupling has the nontrivial consequence of mixing the higher order derivatives. Finally, we need the Klein-Gordon equation for the field,
to complete our system of equations.
A. Perturbations of the field
We shall consider fluctuations of the field around its (covariantly) constant background value. For this purpose, we introduce a perturbation ϕ of the field about the background value φ 0 such that
As long as the functions are analytically behaved around the background value of the field we can write
In the following we will assume that the field has the canonical form p φ = X −V . This would also a good approximation for the DBI case when the field is rolling at nonrelativistic speeds such that γ ≈ 1. Another assumption we shall make, that considerably simplifies the treatment, is that the background field value is a constant, that is ∇ µ φ 0 = 0. Then, it is easy to see from the Klein-Gordon equation (11) that at the background level
If matter is homogeneously distributed, this is consistent with the field having settled to a nontrivial minimum of its effective potential. Otherwise, we should require V 1 = C 1 = 0. This is not an essential restriction to us, since the conformal coupling C 1 /C 0 is known to be bounded very tightly from previous studies of fifth forces, and here we are focusing on the novel effects due to the disformal coupling D. Given negligible contribution of the conformal coupling for the background, it is of course natural to take the background value of the field to correspond to a minimum of its potential such that V 1 = 0. With these assumptions, the linear part of the Klein-Gordon equation (11) becomes
From this we already see that the disformal part of the coupling is ineffective unless the system has non-negligible matter flows, pressure or the field develops gradients. This is a manifestation of the "disformal screening" [12] .
III. SCHWARZSCHILD BLACK HOLE
First, we shall consider static, spherically symmetric spacetimes. A general ansatz for such a metric is
Because the metric is static, the fluid can be taken to be at rest, so its properly normalised four velocity is u
. It is then straightforward to see that the derivative terms in (15) turn out as
For the following calculation, it is useful to expand the field in terms of frequency modes and spherical harmonics
Equation (15) then implies the set of equations
where the coefficients are given by
To study the properties of the field, we would like to rewrite equations (20) in the canonical Schrödingerian form
This that would allow us to deduce the properties of the solutions from a single potentialÛ (r(R), ). For this purpose we need to introduce the rescaled radial coordinate R and the rescaled mode functionsΦ m as follows:
The details of this transformation are shown in ??e then obtain the effective potential written in terms of the original radial coordinate r, namelyÛ
A sufficient condition for the occurrence of an instability is that [24] 
In the following we will study test fluid matter distributions around black holes. Following [25] we ignore backreaction to matter and simply choose a metric, which in the simplest case is the Schwarzschild one, e A = e −B = 1 − 2GM/r insert a matter profile ρ(r). In either case considered, the shape ofÛ (r, ) follows then straightforwardly but it takes some algebra. In comparison to [25] , there is just one extra parameter, D 0 /C 0 , but the potential term is nonetheless more involved.
A. Constant-density disc of matter First, let us study a Schwarzschild black hole with surrounding constant density distribution of matter. Let us thus set e A = e −B = 1 − 2GM/r. Since we are interested in the effects of the coupling, we assume the field to be light enough so that we can ignore the mass V 2 = 0. For concreteness, we consider dust-like matter with the profile
which describes a shell[? ] of constant density ρ 0 . The inner boundary of the shell is at the radial distance r 0 from the centre of the black hole and it has the width L. The variables defined in (25) now become
For the matter distribution (28) it is possible to compute the effective potential and even its integral (27) analytically. Thus, from this point on, it is convenient to express the radius, the distance and the width of the matter shell in units of Schwarzschild radii asr
Furthermore, we'll use the following dimensionless quantities to denote the conformal and the disformal contributions to the coupling, respectively:
In terms of these variables, the effective potential readŝ
It is then easy to see effect of the coupling in the following two limits:
• Purely conformal case. Let us first consider the purely conformal case d = 0. In this case we obtain from the integral (27) that an instability occurs when
This is in accordance with previous results for conformally coupled scalar fields [26] .
• Purely disformal case. When c = 0 but d = 0 the integral (27) becomes more complicated. However, one can directly observe from the effective potential (33) that, as long as d > −1, the effect of the disformal coupling is stabilising.
As an explicit example we again study the DBI brane scenarios. Let us consider the extra-dimensional set-up where the coupling arises due to the matter living on the induced metric of a brane. As before, the warp factor h − 1 2 ∼ C ∼ 1/D. In the case that the warp factor has the power-law form h(φ) = m 2n−4 φ −2n , where m is the relevant energy scale, the dimensionless coupling functions (31) become
The conformal contribution vanishes in the case of constant or quadratic warp, and only between these two cases the effect of c is stabilising. The case of adS geometry corresponds to n = 1. When (GM m)
1 only the disformal part is relevant, and in the opposite limit the conformal one. An exponential warp factor h(φ)
The effect of c is always destabilising, and of d always stabilising.
B. Matter profile with gradients
Next, we move on to study a perhaps more realistic setup, namely a set of density distributions with gradients. To check whether our conclusions are robust to relaxing the simplifying assumption of constant density distribution, we consider a matter profile of the form
As before, this choice models the existence of an innermost stable circular orbit by not letting matter closer than r 0 . In addition, the distribution now decays smoothly to zero at large distances given large enough n. Figure 1 illustrates the form of the distribution for three choices of n. Note that now ρ 0 is not the average density but rather gives the order of magnitude of the maximum density ρ max = n −n ((n − 1)/r 0 ) n−1 ρ 0 .
Purely conformal case
Setting d = 0, the effective potential obviously remains intact outside the matter distribution. Inside the matter, that is atr >r 0Û
The result is qualitatively the same as in the previous case: a positive conformal contribution, c > 0, can contribute to destabilise the configuration, whereas a negative c < 0 adds positively to the effective mass squared. Perfoming the integral (27), we now find that an instability occurs given
This is in accordance with [26] . Let us now put in some numbers to see whether the instability is relevant for realistic model parameter values and whether such cases are still within the limits of our approximations. The total mass for the profile (28) is
We assume that the matter density doesn't backreact to the metric and that the Schwarzschild metric is still a good approximation. In other words, we assume that M 0 is sufficiently smaller than M . For a Schwarzschild black hole, the innermost stable circular orbit r 0 = 6GM [27] . The requirement M 0 < M then implies an upper limit on the density scale ρ 0 ,
For a black hole of order Solar mass (M p /M ) 2 ∼ 10 −76 , which gives plenty of orders of magnitude difference to average cosmic density ρ/M 4 p ∼ 10 −122 . The spontaneous scalarisation happens when the coupling parameters satisfy, from the condition (39)
Regardless of the density and mass scales, in order for the coupling to induce the scalarisation the coupling parameters need to be around order unity in Planck units. Thus, the phenomenon is relevant for canonic quintessence models, in which the field is generically of the order of Planck mass and the mass is ultra-light at the present epoch.
Purely disformal case
As the expressions are more complicated in this case, let us consider only the = 0 angular mode which is the most prone to instabilities. Arranged in powers of the disformal coupling factor d, the effective potential forr >r 0 reads
The form of the effective potential is illustrated in figure 2 . We see that for a large enough coupling, the potential can have negative values near the steep rise of density at the distance of the innermost stable circular orbit (which we set asr 0 = 3 corresponding to r 0 = 6GM in the figure) . Choosing large enough coupling the integral (27) can indeed go negative, which renders the situation unstable. The spontaneous scalarisation then occurs due to the response of the coupling to the gradient in the matter density profile. The smaller the n, the smaller the function d needed for this to occur. 
General coupling
For a general coupling we study the condition (27) numerically. We integrate the effective potential for the density profile (37) with n = 6 Figure 4 then shows the integral at various values of c and d. We find that also in this case both the conformal and the disformal coupling can contribute to destabilise the system. We also find that the surface
is flat enough so that curve I(c, d) = 0 is well described by a linear fit. Thus we find that at linear level the instability condition (27) is met when
where κ = 76500 and λ = −11.5. In this case large enough coupling destabilises the system
IV. KERR BLACK HOLE
Next we shall consider a metric of an axially symmetric, that is a rotating black hole. We use a Boyer-Lindquist type ansatz with one off-diagonal element, namely
where Σ 2 = r 2 + a 2 cos 2 θ. As before we assume the fluid to be static, 
In the case of a rotating black hole the separation of the field to radial and angular functions is in general not possible. Thus, we investigate the field in the equator (θ = π/2) of the black hole. While this restricts the generality of our investigation it should not be a problem because we are interested in thin disks of matter around black holes. Such disks tend to the equator due to the Bardeen-Petterson effect irrespective of the initial alignment of the disk [28] . This also happens in relatively short time [29] and thus we concentrate on the equations at θ = π/2.
On the equator we can use the composition ϕ = Ψ(r)S( π 2 )e −iωt+imφ where ω is some particular frequency and m the azimuthal number. The Klein-Gordon equation (15) now becomes a pair of equations
Here
There seems to be no way to get rid of ω in the potential. Mathematically the frequency dependence is the consequence of the cross-term dtdφ of the metric (hence the potential also depends on the azimutal number m). It should be noted that each pair of equations (49) thus hold for a specific frequency ω.
From here on the investigation proceeds as before and the Shrödingerian form (24) is obtained using redefinitions 
The effective potential we are interested in is noŵ
The effect of the rotation can be seen in figure 5 . Firstly, for a rotating black hole the wells are deeper and peaks are higher than for a Schwarzschild black hole. Secondly the wells as well as the peaks shift closer to the black hole. This shift is due to the fact that we assume the disk to start from the innermost stable circular orbit. For a Kerr black hole this orbit's distance from the horizon depends on the angular momentum of the black hole [27] .
In figure 6 the potential with general coupling (taking into account both the disformal and conformal couplings) seems to be stabilised by the disformal contribution. However, the problems may only be swept under a rug, in this case inside the ergosphere. Near Schwarzschild radius the velocity of matter on a Keplerian orbit is already 0.7, which makes it questionable whether our assumption of stationary matter is still reasonable. Therefore we restrict our investigation outside the ergoregion altogether.
There is also another difficulty related to exact computation of the integral. That is the fact that the effective potential tends to infinity at the distance of a Schwarzschild radius from the centre and the integral does not converge. However, as can be seen from figure 7 in this case the larger the disformal coupling the more positive the integral. Furthermore it should be noted that the effective potential tend to positive infinity near the Schwarzschild radiis. Therefore, the contribution near the ergoregion only adds positively to the integral.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We studied the phenomenology of generalised scalar-tensor theories, featuring the disformal relation (2) between the gravitational and matter geometries. In particular, we considered black holes surrounded by matter, such as in the case of accretion discs around astrophysical black holes. In such situations, the coupling can induce an instability of the scalar field, that can trigger formation of scalar hair via the spontaneous scalarisation effect.
In our approximation we considered only linear perturbations in the scalar field. Thus, we neglected higher order perturbations, and furthermore assumed that the backreaction of the scalar field on the matter distribution and the backround geometry is negligible. These assumptions can be justified when the fluctuations are small and the amount of total mass in the surrounding matter is sufficiently smaller than the mass of the black hole. We checked that these assumptions can be valid for cosmologically relevant scalar-tensor models. Of course however we can only learn from our analysis about the stability of linear fluctuations, whereas addressing the problem of final stable configuration of the matter-black hole-scalar field system would require full nonlinear calculations.
Within these approximations, we were able to analytically understand the effects of disformal coupling to the stability of the scalar fluctuations. We first focused on the simple set-up where the matter configuration around the black hole is in the form of constant-density disc. Then we established that the disformal coupling always adds a positive contribution to the effective mass squared of the scalar field: i.e. it works against the instability (that could be induced by the conformal piece of the coupling).
We studied also the case when the matter profile has nontrivial gradients, and in this case we found, numerically, that the disformal part can in some cases add to the instability. However, it is not completely clear how realistic such configurations are, since we assumed the background scalar field to be still constant which might not be well justified in a inhomogeneous medium to which the field is explicitly coupled. Nevertheless this shows that in principle it is possible to cause instabilities by the disformal coupling, but only in the case of gradients in the matter distribution. Furthermore, we considered also Kerr-Newman black holes in order to see the effect of rotation on the instability. We found that rotation of the black hole doesn't change our conclusions qualitatively.
Appendix A: Change of coordinates
To transform equation (20) to (24) we need a new fieldΦ m and a new variable R (not Ricci scalar). To solve the connection between them and the old variables in equation (20) 
Substituting the above into (A3) gives the potential term aŝ U (r, ) = U (r, ) − 1 16a 4aa − 3(a ) 2 + 8a b − 8ab − 4b 2
